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1. INTRODUCTION
Let g be a symmetrizable Kac]Moody algebra. Recall that for every
 .dominant integral weight l, there exists a unique up to isomorphism
 .irreducible highest weight module V s V l of highest weight l. In order
to gain some insight into the structures of these modules, one can study
 .their characters. The character of V, denoted x V , is the formal sum
x V s dim V e m .  . m
m
over all weights m, where V is the weight space of V of weight m andm
where e m is a formal exponential. This sum makes sense because each Vm
is finite-dimensional.
For symmetrizable Kac]Moody algebras, character formulas for all
highest weight modules are known, the most familiar being Weyl's for-
w x  .mula, due to Kac Ka . Unfortunately, the expressions for x V are not
 .combinatorial they are alternating sums , thereby making it difficult to
practically compute dim V for arbitrary weights m.m
An analogous problem exists for so-called Demazure modules, defined
as follows. Let b be the Borel subalgebra of g and let w be an element of
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the Weyl group W. The b-module generated by the one-dimensional
 .extremal weight space V is denoted by E l and called a Demazurewl. w
module. They are finite-dimensional subspaces which form a filtration of V
 .  .Xwhich is compatible with the Bruhat order of W, i.e., E l : E lw w
X X  .whenever w F w for w, w g W, and D E l s V. Character formu-w g W w
w xlas are also known for Demazure modules D, Ku, Ma , but they are not
combinatorial either.
This problem of finding combinatorial character formulas has already
motivated a large body of work. Much of the research has not been
 .focused on the full character, but on what are called specialized charac-
 . yl  .ters. A specialization of x V is the image of e x V under the map
e m ¬ qlu. where l is some integral linear function on the weight lattice.
One then obtains a formal series in the single variable q which, hopefully,
will be easier to study.
In this paper, we study the characters of all Demazure modules for the
rank two affine Kac]Moody algebras, A1. and A2., and obtain surpris-1 2
ingly simple combinatorial expressions for a certain specialization of
  ..x E l , which we call the real character. For this specialization, whichw
we believe has not been considered previously, we collect together all
weight spaces whose weights differ only by an imaginary root. In other
words, this specialization ``ignores'' the imaginary part of a weight, hence
the name ``real.'' Observe that this specialization may not be applied to the
full module V because each V is infinite-dimensional; in fact, it is then
only specialization with this property.
To formulate our main result we need some notation. Let h : g be the
Cartan subalgebra. In the case of A2., we choose the a such that2 i
 k:  k: ka , a s y1 and a , a s y4, where the a are the simple0 1 1 0 i
coroots. Let d g hU denote the imaginary root d s a q a if g s A1.0 1 1
and d s a q 2a if g s A2.. Set0 1 2
E l [ E l . .  . m[nw w
mglyna qZ d0
Then, the real character of a Demazure module is
x E l s dim E l q n . .  . .  nr w w
ngZ
Let L , L g hU represent the two fundamental weights, defined by0 1
 k:L , a s d . Let r denote the simple reflection with respect to a . Fori j i j i i
every n ) 0, the Weyl group W has two elements of length n,
wq[ ??? r r r and wy[ ??? r r r .n 0 1 0 n 1 0 1^ ` _ ^ ` _
n n
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For m G n G 0, and for q an indeterminate, let
m my1 mynq1q y 1 q y 1 ??? q y 1 .  .  .m [ 2 nn q y 1 q y 1 ??? q y 1 .  . .
mw x w xbe the q-binomial coefficients. For ease of notation, we set m [ .
1m 2w x w x2Also, m will denote the expression with q replaced by q .q 1
THEOREM 1. Let l s sL q tL . Then0 1
 . 1.1.1 If g s A , then1
ny1yty sqt .k¡ w xw xq t q 1 s q t q 1
yif w s w where n s 2k q 1 or 2k q 2;n~x E l s . .r w ny1y sqt .k w x w xq s q 1 s q t q 1
q¢ if w s w where n s 2k ) 0 or 2k q 1.n
 . 2.1.2 If g s A , then2
k¡ 2 t q s q 2y sq2 t .k w xq s q 1
2
qif w s w for some k G 0;2 kq1
ky1w x w xs q 1 2 t q s q 2 2 t q s q 2y sq2 t .kq
2q q 1 .
qif w s w for some k G 1;2 k~x E l s . .r w k
2 t q s q 2y2 ty sq2 t .k 2w xq t q 1 q 2
yif w s w for some k G 0;2 kq1
ky1
2 t q s q 2y2 ty sq2 t . ky1. 2w x w xq t q 1 2 t q s q 1q 2
y¢ if w s w for some k G 1.2 k
 .These expressions are indeed combinatorial. In fact, in 1.2 , we always
have that either s q 1 or 2 t q s q 2 is even and for n even, we have
w x w x  .2nr2 s n r q q 1 .q
The main tool that we use to obtain these characters is Littelmann's
w xpath model for highest weight representations L1, L2 . The path model is
a recently discovered combinatorial parametrization for bases of integrable
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modules by certain piecewise linear paths whose images line in hU. A brief
summary of this theory is given in the Section 2. The path model allows us
  ..to calculate x E l recursively over w and l.r w
w xIn a previous paper S we already calculated the dimension of these
Demazure modules. Since the value of a real character at q s 1 is just the
w xdimension, the present paper generalizes the results of S . The method of
the proofs are similar except that, for the computation of the real charac-
 .ter, some new recursion identities see br3]br6 are required which have
w xno analogue in S .
2. THE PATH MODEL
w xThe path model, introduced in L1, L2 , gives a combinatorial
parametrization of the basis vectors of a highest weight module for a
Kac]Moody algebra. These basis vectors are parametrized by certain
w x Upiecewise linear paths p : 0, 1 ª h . We now give a brief synopsis of
 w xthose parts of the theory necessary for this paper. See L1, L2 for more
.details.
2.1. General Theory
Let P denote the set of all continuous piecewise linear paths p :
w x U  .  .0, 1 ª h with p 0 s 0 and p 1 a weight. We identify any two such
paths if their images coincide. For any two paths t , t g P, we denote by1 2
t )t their concatenation,1 2
w xt 2 t for t g 0, 1r2 ; .1
t )t t [ .  .1 2  w xt 1 q t 2 t y 1 for t g 1r2, 1 . .  .1 2
For any simple root a , let r g W denote the reflection with respect to a .i i i
 . .   ..For any path t g P and any a , we define the path r t by r t t [ r t t .i i i i
 .   . k:Let m t [ min t t , a .i t gw0, 1x i
Now let t be a path. Let a be a simple root. We will now describe ai
w x   . k:  .new path f t . Let p g 0, 1 be maximal such that t p , a s m t . Ifi i i
  . k:  .t 1 , a y m t - 1, then f t is undefined. If not, we do the following.i i i
w x   . k:  .Let x g p, 1 be minimal such that t x , a s m t q 1. We nowi i
``cut'' t into three parts t , t , and t . Each of these parts is a path in P1 2 3
and they are defined by:
t t [ t tp ; t t [ t p q t x y p y t p ; .  .  .  .  . .1 2
t t [ t x q t 1 y x y t x . .  .  . .3
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 .Notice that t s t )t )t . We define f t [ t ) r t )t . Note that f t 11 2 3 i 1 i 2 3 i
 .s t 1 y a . The f : P ª P are called root operators.i i
Choose a path p g P whose image lies in the fundamental chamber and
 .whose endpoint p 1 is a dominant weight l. Such a path, p , is called a
 < w x 4dominant path. Let Bp s f ??? f p i g 0, . . . , n y 1 , k G 0 be the seti i j1 k
of all possible paths that one obtains by applying the root operators to p .
We call Bp the path model associated to p . We then have the following
w xtheorem of Littelmann L1, Thm. 5.6 :
 . t 1.THEOREM 2. x V s  e .t g Bp
We also have an analogue for Demazure modules. Let w s r ??? r bej j1 k
 i1 i k < 4a reduced decomposition of w. Let P p s f ??? f p i , . . . , i g Z .w j j 1 k G 01 kw xThen, by Theorem 5.2 of Littelmann L1 ,
  .. p 1.THEOREM 3. x E l s  e .w t g P tw
From this description, we see that, once we have chosen a dominant
path p , the problem is to characterize all of the paths contained in Bp or
.P p . In general, this is not an easy task. However, for one particular typew
w xof dominant path, this has already been done for us L1 . The dominant
 .path in this case is the straight path p t s tl from 0 to l. The paths inl
the associated path model are called Lakshmibai]Seshadri paths.
2.2. Lakshmibai]Seshadri Paths
q  .For a given l g P , we choose as dominant path p t s tl. Thel
 .elements in Bp are called Lakshmibai]Seshadri or L-S paths of shapel
l. These paths can be characterized as follows. There is a bijection
 .between paths t g Bp and pairs of sequences s , a that satisfy thel
conditions
s : s ) ??? ) s , s g WrW ; i1 n i l
a: a s 0 - a - ??? - a s 1, a g Q ; i ,0 1 n i
where W is the stabilizer of l in W and where ) is the relative Bruhatl
w xorder. In addition, we require that for every i g 1, . . . , n y 1 , there exists
 . w xan a -chain for the pair s , s . Recall that, by definition L1 , thei i iq1
 X.existence of an a-chain for a pair s , s of cosets in WrW means thatl
there exists a sequence of cosets in WrWl
k [ s ) k [ r s ) k [ r r s ) k [ r ??? r s s s X ,0 1 b 2 b b s b b1 2 1 s 1
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where the r are the reflections with respect to the positive real roots b ,b ii w xsuch that for all i g 1, . . . , s
l k s l k y 1 and a k l , b k g Z. : .  .  .i iy1 i i
 . We shall also refer to such a pair s , a as Lakshmibai]Seshadri or
.L-S . For any such pair, the corresponding path is
jy1
s t [ a y a s l q t y a s l for a F t F a . .  .  .  . . i iy1 i jy1 j jy1 j
is1
w x  .By Theorem 5.2 of Littelmann L1 , we have that P p s s , a L-Sw l
< 4s F w .1
3. DESCRIPTION OF L-S PATHS
FOR THE BASIC MODULES
From here on, we assume that g is isomorphic to A1. or to A2.. In this1 2
section, we will work directly from the definition of L-S pairs in order to
obtain an explicit characterization of all such pairs of shape L or of shape0
L . Note that r fixes L and r fixes L . We choose the following coset1 0 1 1 0
representatives for WrW and WrW :L L0 1
q <WrW s w [ r ??? r r n g N and i s j q 1 mod 2 ; 4L n i i i j0 n 2 1
y <WrW s w [ r ??? r r n g N and i s j mod 2 . 4L n i i i j1 n 2 1
On each of these two coset spaces, the Bruhat order is a total ordering.
 4 e e 1.  k:For e g y, q , w ) w m n ) m. When g s A , we have a , a sn m 1 0 1
 k: 2.a , a s y2. In the case of A , to fix notation, we choose the a such1 0 2 i
 k:  k:that a , a s y1 and a , a s y4. For n G 0, set:0 1 1 0
Formulas 1.
q q k  k:d [ w L , a s a , a n : .2 n 2 n 0 1 0 1
dq [ wq L , a k s y 2n q 1 : .  .2 nq1 2 nq1 0 0
y y k  k:d [ w L , a s a , a n : .2 n 2 n 1 0 1 0
dy [ wy L , a k s y 2n q 1 . : .  .2 nq1 2 nq1 1 1
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LEMMA 1. Let L be a fundamental weight. The L-S paths p of shape L
 .are those paths p s s , a such that
s : w e ) w e ) w e ) ??? ) w e , n , k G 0nqk nqky1 nqky2 n
a: 0 - ae - ae - ??? - ae - 1,nqk nqky1 nq1
where e s q if L s L , e s y if L s L , and where ae ? de g Z.0 1 j j
w xSee S for proof.
 .  .For any L-S path p s s , a where s : s ) ??? ) s define beg p [1 r
 .s and end p [ s . For L one of the fundamental weights and for1 r
m G n G 0, let
<p m , n [ p s s , a L-S of shape L .  .L
beg p s w e andend p s w e .4 .  .m n
 .  .  .  .q yWe will write P p for P p and P p for P p . Also, forn sL w sL n sL w sL0 n 0 1 n 1
any set S of paths in the path model Bp , letL
x S s eyL et 1. . . 
tgS
 .We will refer to x S as the character of S. To simplify notation, we will
ya 0 ya 1  .   ..set e [ u and e [ ¨ . We also set c m, n [ x p m, n .L L
In order to determine the characters of any given Demazure module of
 .  .g , we will first calculate c m, n and c m, n for m G n G 0. NoticeL L0 1
 .  . w x 1.that c m, n and c m, n are elements of N u, ¨ . We do this for AL L 10 1
and A2. in Sections 4]5. Notice that these results will give us information2
about the characters of any Demazure module for L and L because0 1
x E q L s x P p s x p i , j s c i , j .  .  .  . .  .  . w 0 n L L Ln 0 0 0
0FjFiFn 0FjFiFn
  ..yand similarly for x E L .w 1n
4. CHARACTERS FOR THE BASIC MODULES OF A1.1
 .In this section, we establish recurrence relations for the c m, n . TheseL
relations will be used to prove Theorem 1.
1.  .PROPOSITION 1. Let g s A . The c m, n satisfy the following recur-1 L 0
sion relations:
 . 2 j 2 j  .  ..R1.1. c m, 2 j s u ¨ c m y 2, 2 j q c m y 2, 2 j y 1 qL L L0 0 02 jy1 2 j  .  ..u ¨ c m y 2, 2 j y 1 q c m y 2, 2 j y 2 ;L L0 0
 . 2 jq1 2 jq1  .  ..R1.2. c m, 2 j q 1 su ¨ c my2, 2 j q 1 q c m y2, 2 jL L L0 0 02 jq1 2 j  .  ..qu ¨ c m y 2, 2 j q c m y 2, 2 j y 1 .L L0 0
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 .  .Proof. Consider the set p m, n . By definition, a path p s s , a isL 0
 .an element of p m, n if and only ifL 0
s : wq) wq ) wq ) ??? ) wq, m G n G 0n my1 my2 n
i i im my1 nq1
a: 0 - - - ??? - - 1,
m m y 1 n q 1
 .  . my nwhere i g N for all j. A m y n -tuple i , i , . . . , i g N satis-j m my1 nq1
fies these inequalities if and only if 1 F i F i F ??? F i F n. Letm my1 nq1
 .  .S s S m, n denote the set of all such m y n -tuples. For any
 .i , i , . . . , i g S, the weight of the associated path p ism my1 nq1
p 1 s wq L y i a y i a . .  .  n 0 j 1 j 0
j even j odd
mGjGnq1 mGjGnq1
Now write S as the disjoint union of four subsets S , S , S , and S where1 2 3 4
 4S [ 1 F i F ??? F i F n , i s i s n ;1 m nq3 nq2 nq1
 4S [ 1 F i F ??? F i F n y 1, i s n ;2 m nq2 nq1
 4S [ 1 F i F ??? F i F n y 1, i s n y 1 ;3 m nq2 nq1
 4S [ 1 F i F ??? F i F n y 2 .4 m nq1
 .We first consider the set S . The map i , . . . , i , n, n ¬1 m nq3
 .  .i , . . . , i is a bijection of S onto S m y 2, n . For any -tuplem nq3 1
 .  .  .i , . . . , i , n, n g S , the corresponding path p 1 in p m, n hasm nq3 1 1
weight
p 1 s wq L y i a y i a y na y na . .  .  1 n 0 j 1 j 0 0 1 /  /j even j odd
mGjGnq3 mGjGnq3
 .  .  .For any -tuple i , . . . , i g S m y 2, n , the corresponding path p 1m nq3 2
 .in p m y 2, n has weight
p 1 s wq L y i a y i a . .  .  2 n 0 j 1 j 0 /  /j even j odd
mGjGnq3 mGjGnq3
 .  .The difference between the weights of these two paths is p 1 y p 1 s1 2
 . n n  .yna y na . Therefore, x S s u ¨ c m y 2, n . We use the same type0 1 1
 .  .of reasoning to determine x S for the other i. The map i , . . . , i , ni m nq2
 .  .¬ i , . . . , i is a bijection of S onto S m y 2, n y 1 . From this wem nq2 2
 . n n  .  .obtain x S s u ¨ c m y 2, n y 1 . The map i , . . . , i , n y 1 ¬2 m nq2
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 .  .i , . . . , i is a bijection of S onto S m y 2, n y 1 giving usm nq2 3
 . n ny1  .  . ny1 n x S s u ¨ c m y 2, n y 1 if n is odd and x S s u ¨ c m y3 3
.  .2, n y 1 if n is even. The set S equals S m y 2, n y 2 . We have4
 . n ny1  .  . ny1 n x S s u ¨ c m y 2, n y 2 if n is odd and x S s u ¨ c m y4 4
.  .2, n y 2 if n is even. Adding the x S gives us the desired result.i
The symmetric roles of a and a give us the following corollary.0 1
1.  .PROPOSITION 2. Let g s A . The c m, n satisfy the following recur-1 L1
sion relations:
 . 2 j 2 j  .  ..R1.3. c m, 2 j s u ¨ c m y 2, 2 j q c m y 2, 2 j y 1 qL L L1 1 12 j 2 jy1  .  ..u ¨ c m y 2, 2 j y 1 q c m y 2, 2 j y 2 ;L L1 1
 . 2 jq1 2 jq1  .  ..R1.4. c m, 2 j q 1 s u ¨ c m y2, 2 j q 1 q c m y2, 2 jL L L1 1 12 j 2 jq1  .  ..qu ¨ c m y 2, 2 j q c m y 2, 2 j y 1 .L L1 1
5. CHARACTERS FOR THE BASIC MODULES OF A2.2
 .In Section 5.1, we establish recurrence relations for the c m, n . InL 0
Section 5.2, we establish recurrence relations for a certain specialization
 .for the c m, n . These relations will be used to prove Theorem 1.L1
5.1. Basic Modules of Highest Weight L0
2.  .PROPOSITION 3. Let g s A . The c m, n satisfy the following recur-2 L 0
sion relations:
 . 2 k k  .  ..R2.1. c m, 2k s u ¨ c m y 2, 2k q c m y 2, 2k y 1 qL L L0 0 02 ky1 k  .  ..u ¨ c m y 2, 2k y 1 q c m y 2, 2k y 2 ;L L0 0
 . 2 kq1 k  .  ..R2.2. c m, 2kq1 su ¨ c my2, 2k qc my2, 2ky1 .L L L0 0 0
 .  .Proof. Consider the set p m, n . By definition, a path p s s , a isL 0
 .an element of p m, n if and only ifL 0
s : wq) wq ) wq ) ??? ) wq, m G n G 0m my1 my2 n
i i im my1 nq1
a: 0 - - - ??? - - 1,
m m y 1 n q 1
 .where i is an integer and is even whenever j is even. Then i , . . . , ij m nq1
g Nmy n satisfies these inequalities if and only if 1 F i F i F ??? Fm my1
i F n where i is even if j is even. For any given m and n, letnq1 j
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 .  .S s S m,n denote the set of all such m y n -tuples. Notice that, for any
 .given i , . . . , i g S, the weight of an associated path p ism nq1
1
qp 1 s w L y i a y i a . .  .  n 0 j 1 j 02 j even j odd
mGjGnq1 mGjGnq1
The rest of the proof uses the same methods as in Proposition 1. When n
is odd, we write S as the disjoint union of two subsets S and S where1 2
 4S [ 1 F i F ??? F i F n y 1, i s n y 1 ;1 m nq2 nq1
 4S [ 1 F i F ??? F i F n y 3 .2 m nq1
When n is even we write S as the disjoint union of four subsets S , S , S ,1 2 3
and S where4
 4S [ 1 F i F ??? F i F n , i s i s n ;1 m nq3 nq2 nq1
 4S [ 1 F i F ??? F i F n y 2, i s n ;2 m nq2 nq1
 4S [ 1 F i F ??? F i F n y 2, i s n y 1 ;3 m nq2 nq1
 4S [ 1 F i F ??? F i F n y 2 . B4 m nq1
5.2. Basic Modules of Highest Weight L1
 .The c m, n do not seem to satisfy simple recursion relations as do theL1
 .  .c m, n . However, certain specializations of the c m, n satisfy recur-L L0 1
sion relations and it is these, in the end, that we will prove in Proposi-
.tion 4 .
 .  .By Lemma 1, if p s s , a g p m, n , then a satisfiesL1
0 - a - a - ??? - a - 1,m my1 nq1
where 2 ja g Z if j is even and ja g Z if j is odd. Setting i s 2 ja , wej j j j
obtain an equivalent set of inequalities
i i im my1 nq1
0 - - - ??? - - 2,
m m y 1 n q 1
where i is even if j is odd.j
 .  .For m and n fixed, let S s S m, n be the set of m y n -tuples
 . my ni , . . . ,i g N that satisfy the inequalities a and the congruencem nq1
 .conditions. We will also identify S with the set of paths in p m, n that itL1
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 .  4determines. So, the expression x S makes sense. For each j g n, . . . , m
look at the subset S : S of elements that satisfyj
i i i im jq1 j nq1
0 - - ??? - F 1 - - ??? - - 2.
m j q 1 j n q 1
Ç  .Note that S s D S . Now, i , . . . , i g S if and only ifnF jF m j m nq1 j
1 F i F i F ??? F i F j q 1 F i F i q 1 F ???m my1 jq1 j jy1
F i q j y n y 1 F n q j.nq1
The weight of the associated path is
1 i i i im my1 m jq1y yp 1 s w L q y w L q ??? q 1 y .  .  .m 1 my1 1 /  /2 m m y 1 m j q 1
=
i ij nq1y y yw L q y 1 w L q ??? q 2 y w L . .  .  .j 1 j 1 n 1 / / /j n q 1
 .Fix j. In order to determine x S , we will ``cut'' the path in two, where forj
 4any i , . . . , i g S , the weight of the first half of the path ism nq1 j
1 i i i im my1 m jq1y y yw L q y w L q ??? q 1 y w L .  .  .m 1 my1 1 j 1 /  / /2 m m y 1 m j q 1
1 1
ys w L y i a y i a . .  j 1 k 0 k 12 2k even k odd
mGkGjq1 mGkGjq1
 . mLet a m, j s  e where we sum over all such weights. The weight ofm
the second half of the path is
1 i ij nq1y yy 1 w L q ??? q 2 y w L .  .j 1 n 1 / / /2 j n q 1
1 1
y ys w L y i a y i a y w L . .  . n 1 k 0 k 1 j 12 2k even k odd
jGkGnq1 jGkGnq1
 . mLikewise, let b j, n s  e where we sum over all such weights. Becausem
 .  .  .  .  .x S s a m, j ? b j, n , it suffices to study a m, j and b j, n . Using thej
same methods as in Proposition 1, we obtain the following two lemmas.
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 .LEMMA 2. The a m, j satisfy the following recursion relations:
 . 2 l l  . 2 l 2 ly1.r2  ..a1. a m, 2 l su ¨ a my2, 2 ly1 qu ¨ a my2, 2 ly2 ;
 . 2 lq2 lq1  . 2 lq2 2 lq1.r2a2. a m, 2 l q 1 s u ¨ a m y 2, 2 l q 1 q u ¨
 . 2 lq1 2 lq1.r2  . 2 l 2 lq1.r2  .a m y 2, 2 l q u ¨ a m y 2, 2 l q u ¨ a m y 2, 2 l y 1 .
 .LEMMA 3. The b j, n satisfy the following recursion relations:
 . 2 l 2 ly1.r2  .  ..b1. b j, 2 l s u ¨ b j y 2, 2 l y 1 q b j y 2, 2 l y 2 ;
 . 2 lq1 2 lq1.r2   .  ..b2. b j, 2 l q 1 s u ¨ b j y 2, 2 l q 1 q b j y 2, 2 l q
2 l 2 lq1.r2  .  ..u ¨ b j y 2, 2 l q b j y 2, 2 l y 1 .
 .  .  .Let a m, j and b j, n denote the specialized characters of a m, nr r
 . ya 0 ya 1 y2and b m, n obtained by setting e [ q and e [ q . A conse-
quence of Lemmas 2 and 3 is
 .  .LEMMA 4. The a m, j and b j, n satisfy the following recursion rela-r r
tions:
 .  .  ..ar1. a m, 2k s a m y 2, 2k y 1 q qa m y 2, 2k y 2 ;r r r
 .  .  .  .ar2. a m, 2k q 1 s a m y 2, 2k q 1 q 1 q q a m y 2, 2k qr r r
y1  .q a m y 2, 2k y 1 ;r
 .   .  ..br1. b j, 2k s q b j y 2, 2k y 1 q b j y 2, 2k y 2 ;r r r
 .  .  y1 .  .br2. b j, 2k q 1 s b j y 2, 2k q 1 q 1 q q b j y 2, 2k qr r r
y1  .q b j y 2, 2k y 1 .r
We will also need the following relations:
 .LEMMA 5. The b j, n satisfyr
 .  . 2  .br3. b 2 l q 2, 2k q b 2 l q 1, 2k y 2 s q b 2 l q 1, 2k y 1 qr r r
 ..b 2 l q 1, 2k y 2 ;r
 .  .  .  .br4. 1 q q b 2 l q 1, 2k s b 2 l, 2k q b 2 l, 2k y 1 ;r r r
 .  .  .  y1 .  .br5. b 2 l, 2ky1 q 1qq b 2 lq1, 2kq1 s 1qq b 2 l, 2kq1r r r
 y2 y1.  . y2  .q q q q b 2 l, 2k q q b 2 l, 2k y 1 ;r r
 .  .  .  .br6. b 2 l q 2, 2k q 1 s qb 2 l q 1, 2k q 1 q 1 qq b 2 l q 1, 2k .r r r
Proof. The proof for each of these relations is by induction on j q n. It
is easy to see that these relations hold for small values of j and n. The
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proof for each of the br3]br6 uses the same method. We will just show
br3. We suppose that, for j q n up to a certain value, br3]br6 hold:
b 2 l q 2, 2k q b 2 l q 1, 2k y 2 .  .r r
s q b 2 l , 2k y 1 q b 2 l , 2k y 2 q b 2 l y 1, 2k y 3 .  .  . r r r
qb 2 l y 1, 2k y 4 1 .  ..r
s q qb 2 l y 1, 2k y 1 q 1 q q b 2 l y 1, 2k y 2 .  .  . r r
qb 2 l y 1, 2k y 3 . .r
q q3b 2 l y 1, 2k y 3 q q3b 2 l y 1, 2k y 4 2 .  .  .r r
s q2 b 2 l q 1, 2k y 1 q q2 b 2 l q 1, 2k y 2 . 3 .  .  .r r
 . We use br1 to obtain 1 , relations br3 and br6 which are true by
.  .  .induction to obtain 2 , relations br1 and br2 to obtain 3 .
 .  .Let cr m, n be the specialized character of p m, n obtained byL L1 1
setting eya 0 [ q and eya 1 [ qy2 .
2.  .PROPOSITION 4. Let g s A . The cr m, n satisfy the following recur-2 L1
sion relations:
 .  .  2 .  .S2.3. cr m, 2 j s cr m y 2, 2 j q 1 q q cr m y 2, 2 j y 1 qL L L1 1 12  .q cr m y 2, 2 j y 2 ;L1
 .  y1 .  .  y2S2.4. cr m, 2 j q 1 s q q 1 q q cr m y 2, 2 j q 1 q q qL L1 1y1 .  . y2  .q q 1 q q cr m y 2, 2 j q q cr m y 2, 2 j y 1 .L L1 1
 .Proof. We apply ar1]ar2 and br1]br6 to each summand of cr m, nL1
 .  .s  a m, j b j, n .jG 0 r r
6. DESCRIPTION OF PATHS FOR ALL OTHER
MODULES
When our dominant weight l is not one of the fundamental weights, we
choose a dominant path that is a concatenation of L-S paths for the basic
 w x .modules. See S for discussion. Let l s sL q tL . Set0 1
p s p ) ??? )p ) p ) ??? )p s p )p .L L L L sL tL0 0 1 1 0 1^ ` _ ^ ` _
s t
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 .This path traces a straight path from p 0 s 0 to sL and then one from0
 .sL to p 1 s l. Note that this is an L-S path if and only if st s 0. For two0
 < 4sets S , S of paths, let S )S [ p )p p g S , p g S . For any two1 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2
paths t , s note that
t ) f s if m t G t 1 , a k q m s ; : .  .  .  .i i i i
f t )s s .i k f t )s if m t - t 1 , a q m s . : .  .  .  .i i i i
From this, we see that there is a natural injection
Bp ¨ Bp ) ??? ) Bp ) Bp ) ??? ) Bp .L L L L0 0 1 1^ ` _ ^ ` _
s t
w xFrom S , we have the following relations which describe exactly which
paths lie in the image of Bp . These relations will be crucial to the proof of
Theorem 1.
 .  .  .  .E1 P p s D p i, j ) P p ;n kL 0 F jF iF n L j ky1.L
 .  . ny1 i  .  .y yE2 P p )p s D D p i, j ) P p )p ;w sL tL is0 js0 L w  sy1.L tLn 0 1 0 jq1 0 1
 .  . ny1 i  .  .q qE3 P p )p s D D p i, j ) P p )p .w tL sL is0 js0 L w  ty1.L sLn 1 0 1 jq1 1 0
7. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Proof for g s A1.. Recall the definition of real characters given in the1
Introduction. We obtain the real specialization by setting eya 0 [ q and
ya 1 y1  .e [ q in R1.1]R1.4. Let cr m, n be the specialized character ofL
 .  .p m, n . This gives us the following recursion relations for cr m, n andL L 0
 .cr m, n :L1
 .  .  y1 .  .S1.1. cr m, 2 j s cr m y 2, 2 j q 1 q q cr m y 2, 2 j y 1 qL L L0 0 0y1  .q cr m y 2, 2 j y 2 ;L 0
 .  .  .  .S1.2. cr m, 2 j q 1 s cr m y2, 2 j q 1 q 1 q q cr m y2, 2 j qL L L0 0 0
 .qcr m y 2, 2 j y 1 ;L 0
 .  .  .  .S1.3. cr m, 2 j s cr m y 2, 2 j q 1 q q cr m y 2, 2 j y 1 qL L L1 1 1
 .qcr m y 2, 2 j y 2 ;L1
 .  .  y1 .  .S1.4. cr m, 2 j q 1 s cr m y 2, 2 j q 1 q 1 qq cr m y2, 2 jL L L1 1 1y1  .qq cr m y 2, 2 j y 1 .L1
We now establish the character formulas. By using the definition of L-S
  ..  .paths and relations E1]E3, we compute directly x E l for l w F 2.r w
Now consider the case when l is singular. Without loss of generality, we
 .  .can assume that l s sL . Set R [ P p _ P p . By relation E1,0 n n sL ny1 sL0 0
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 .  .   ..we have that x R s  cr n, j ? x P p . Applying S1.1]S1.2 tor n jG 0 L r j L0 0
 .  . ys w x2  .each cr n, j in this sum, we obtain x R s q s q 1 x R forL r n r ny20
  ..n ) 2. This proves our character formulas for x E sL . An automor-r w 0
  ..yphism that exchanges a and a allows one to obtain x E tL from0 1 r w 1n
  ..qx E sL .r w 0n
Now let l s sL q tL be regular. The proof is by induction on s and t.0 1
  .. y yWe first prove x E l in the case when w s w . Set R [r w n w n
 .  .  .y y yP p )p _ P p )p . By relation E2, we have that x Rw sL tL w sL tL r wn 0 1 ny1 0 1 n
 .   ..ys  cr n y 1, j ) x P p )p . By applying S1.1]S1.2 tojG 0 L r w  sy1.L tL0 jq1 0 1
 .  . y sqt .wyeach cr n y 1, j in the sum, we show that x R s q s q t qL r w0 nx2  . yy1 x R . This proves the character formula for all l and all w . Usingr w nny 2 q  ..the automorphism we obtain x E l for w s w .r w n
Proof for g s A2.. We obtain the real specialization by setting eya 0 [2
ya 1 y2  .q and e [ q in R2.1]R2.2. Let cr m, n be the specialized charac-L
 .  .ter of p m, n . We have the recursion relations S2.3]S2.4 for cr m, nL L1
 .and the following for cr m, n :L 0
 .  .  y1 .  .S2.1. cr m, 2 j s cr m y2, 2 j q 1 qq cr m y2,2 j y 1 qL L L0 0 0y1  .q cr m y 2, 2 j y 2 ;L 0
 .   .  ..S2.2. cr m, 2 j q 1 s q cr m y 2, 2 j q cr m y 2, 2 j y 1 .L L L0 0 0
The rest of the proof uses the same methods as in the proof for g s A1..1
In this case, however, one must consider each of the four cases l s
y q.sL , tL , l regular with w s w , w s w separately as there is no auto-0 1 n n
morphism that exchanges a and a .0 1
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